
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

End Of Course Report 

DATE STARTED: 
March 2018 
 
DATE COMPLETED: 
March 2019 

Divine Mugisha 
 

This is to certify that Divine Mugisha has completed the 
following Year 6 courses: 
English 
Mathematics 
Science 
Geography 
History  
 

Divine has worked hard throughout Year 6 and has achieved consistently high grades in all his 
subjects. I would like to congratulate him on his success and I look forward to seeing him develop 
further as a student in Year 7. 

 
Emma Gowans (Student Progress Manager) 
 



 

 

NAME: **********                                                      YEAR: 6                  PART:3 

 

 

 

SUBJECT: English 
 

Assignment 1: 
98%   

Assignment 2: 
93% 

Assignment 3: 
85%   

AVERAGE: 92% 

ASSIGNMENT 1:    
A strong way to start the third term, **********! You have exhibited a secure 

understanding of subordinate clauses, prefixes to create words that mean the 

opposite, and the difference between concrete and abstract nouns. Your 

punctuation was completely perfect!  

The answers to the comprehension questions show you understand the text and 

successfully draw inferences! Your writing was a pleasure to read. An original idea 

that grabs the reader's attention from the very beginning. You gave great detail, 

excellent word choice and exhibit strong voice. Additionally, you do a great job 

getting the reader to understand how your main character is feeling even taking us 

on the roller coaster of emotions. Great job!!! 

ASSIGNMENT 2: 93%    
Another exceptional assignment, **********! Super work on the comprehension 

questions showing you understood the text perfectly, successfully drew inferences 

and made personal connections as you read.  

The grammar and punctuation portion of the assignment was just shy of perfect. 

You accurately identified phrases using brackets, created compound adjectives, 

contractions and can use apostrophes to show possessive nouns (children's 

people's).  

Your creative writing was a pleasure to read. You had original ideas and an 

appropriate sequence of events that flowed smoothly. It is clear you made 

deliberate word choices for impact and had strong voice. There are a few places 

where your sentences read a bit choppy (see the assignment for specifics and 

suggestions) but overall, very well done! Keep up the great work!  

ASSIGNMENT 3: 85%   
A strong finish to Year 6, **********! You are beginning to understand adverbs (time, 

manner, place) and can identify opposites. There are just a couple for you to 

review. Have a quick look over part c. of the punctuation as it was a bit confusing.  

Excellent work on the comprehension questions. Your understanding of the text is 

evident in the answers you provided as is your ability to refer to the text when 

explaining views. Great work using complete sentences!  

Your creative writing was thoughtful and included an original idea. The structure 

and sequence of your writing was appropriate as was the content and you did a 

fine job putting us in the shoes of a gospel singer! A few things for you to review 

on it - please let me know if you have any questions! I'm happy to Skype and go 

through it if you'd like! Congratulations on completing Year 6 English!  



 

 

 
 
  

END OF COURSE COMMENTS:  

********** proved to be an outstanding English student. He learnt and applied new 

grammar concepts with ease and his reading comprehension was consistently 

excellent throughout the year. ********** is also a solid writer. He came up with 

original ideas for each writing assignment and clearly gave a of thought to word 

choice. I have no doubt but that ********** will be a successful KS3 English student. 

Any teacher would be lucky to count him amongst their students! 

SIGNED: Tutor     DATE:  

 



 

 

NAME:  **********                               YEAR:  6                      PART:  3 

 

 

 

 
 
SIGNED: Tutor     DATE:  6/3/19 
 

SUBJECT:  Geography 

Assignment 1:  
76% 
 
 
 
 
%   

Assignment 2: 
72% 

Assignment 3: 
80%   

AVERAGE: 76% 

ASSIGNMENT 1: 

Nice detailed writing here with good structure and a clear conclusion. You have given a wide range of 
points supporting your argument on whether or not the world is running out of space. I can see you 
have thought carefully and given your own independent opinion. You could have added more balance 
in your final writing by referring to more of the opposing arguments.  Great work!  

ASSIGNMENT 2: 

Lovely use of colour and images on the front page of your global warming leaflet. Your writing is clear 
and you have explained how the greenhouse effect works really well. You have also included some 
good detail on the effects of global warming and how we can help prevent it. You did not cover what 
caused global warming (burning of fossil fuels etc). Also take care with full stops and make sure you 
don't repeat information unnecessarily.  
Overall some really good points made.  

ASSIGNMENT 3: 

As usual, it is clear that you have put time and thought into this work and your final packaging decision 
is good and very well justified. You have completed all tasks clearly, with in-depth explanations to 
show why you made these decisions. Your final design is appropriate, but you could have spent a bit 
more time on presentation, e.g. adding colour and more labels to your design, showing the consumer 
how environmentally friendly it is.  Overall a great finish to the course! 

END OF COURSE COMMENTS: 

Well done on completing the Year 6 course, **********.  Your assignment average for this topic is 
76%.  You have shown a wide range of skills and are developing your independent leaning skills nicely – 
great research, writing, presentation and decision-making. The task now is to continue developing the 
depth of your writing in particular explanations. 
Your high average marks for Topic 1 (94%) and Topic 2 (81%) give you an average assignment mark for 
the whole Year 6 course of 84%. This is really excellent and shows that you are a good all-rounder who 
understands a range of geographical concepts in detail. I really hope that you will continue to our KS3 
course as you have been a pleasure to work with and I think you would enjoy continuing to develop 
your geographical skills. 
 

 



 

 

NAME: **********                                                         YEAR: 6                  PART:3 

 

 

 

 

SUBJECT: History 
 

Assignment 1:  
100% 
 
 
 
 
%   

Assignment 2: 
92% 

Assignment 3: 
96%   

AVERAGE: 96% 

ASSIGNMENT 1:  

100%  Great work on your time capsule, **********! You included a capsule, five 

different appropriate items as well as a wonderful drawing of each along with a 

brief explanation.  

Your diary entry provided a detailed look at a day in the life of an Anglo-Saxon 

child. Overall, you included appropriate, relevant information. Excellent job! Please 

let me know if you have any questions. Kind regards, Tara 

ASSIGNMENT 2:  

92%  Great work on this assignment, **********. The design as well as explanations 

of your creature contain excellent word choice and description; it is clear you put a 

lot of thought and effort into creating it. The illustration of your creature is very well 

done! Overall, a super job! Please let me know if you have any questions! Kind 

regards, Tara 

ASSIGNMENT 3:  

96% A superb final submission for Year 6 History, **********. You distinguish 

between primary and secondary sources and understand the impact King Alfred as 

well as the Vikings had on Anglo-Saxon England. The answer and evidence from 

the sources you provided on the final question were excellent; the best I have seen! 

You even took his weaknesses and explained why one could perceive them as 

strengths. Overall, an outstanding job! Congratulations on completing Year 6 

History! Kind regards, Tara 

END OF COURSE COMMENTS:  

********** had an exceptional final term in History with an overall average of 96%. He 

displays a deep knowledge and understanding of events, people and changes and 

can select and combine information from different sources to answer historical 

questions with great detail. Well done ********** and good luck in Key Stage Three! 

  SIGNED: Tutor     DATE: 17.03.2019 

 



 

 

NAME:                      **********                          YEAR:     6                    PART: 3 

 

 

 

 
 
SIGNED: Tutor  DATE: 12th April 2019 

 

SUBJECT: Mathematics 

Assignment 1: 
100%   

Assignment 2: 
100% 

Assignment 3: 
98%   

AVERAGE: 99% 

ASSIGNMENT 1: 

Congratulations on an excellent first Maths assignment for Term 3! **********, your 

work is extremely precise and clear throughout your assignment. Thank you for 

including accurate and neat calculations which show a strength in all areas of Maths 

covered. Your Word Problems are presented clearly and it is easy to see how you have 

worked through each question. My only suggestion to you would be to keep challenging 

yourself as much as possible. 

ASSIGNMENT 2: 

**********, you have continued to excel and shown a great understanding of all 

numeracy skills throughout this assignment.  Your multiplication and division 

calculations are clear and precise and your work with fractions is very accurate.  Keep up 

the great work! 

ASSIGNMENT 3: 

Congratulations on an excellent final assignment for Term 3 Maths. **********, you 

have shown a great understanding of numeracy throughout each question as well as 

data handling and measures. Please review the corrections I have included for you on a 

couple of the addition of fractions questions. Thank you for including such clear working 

out as this meant you were still able to gain some marks for effort. 

STRENGTHS: 

**********, congratulations on another excellent Term in Maths.  Your work 

indicates an excellent understanding of all skills covered and your accuracy with 

problem solving supports this fact.  Well done! 

AREAS TO IMPROVE: 

My only suggestion is to continue to enrich your existing strength in Maths with 

some real world maths investigations and explorations.  You might also enjoy 

challenging yourself with some multi-level problem solving activities.   


